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ABSTRACT 

Accurate representation of periodic speech segments IS essen- 
tral for synthesizmg high-quality digital speech. For bit rates at and 
below 4 kb/s, conventional code-excited hnear predictive codmg 
(CELP) does not provide the appropriate degree of periodicity. 
Small codebook size and coarse quantrzation of gain factors result 
m large spectral fluctuations between pitch penods. At low bit 
rates, smoothness of spectral changes can be achieved by an excita- 
non function whtch contams one excitation pulse of fixed or slowly 
time-varying shape for each pitch period. Earher work has shown 
that single-pulse excitation can achieve reasonably good speech 
quality. However, this method was based on an optimization pro- 
cedure that caused a very large coding delay. In this paper, we 
present a linear predrctive coder that classifies speech into periodic 
and nonperiodic intervals. Nonperiodic speech is synthesized as in 
CELP. Periodic speech is synthesized using single-pulse excitation. 
The coder is based on a new algorithm for determining pitch mark- 
ers wrthin short blocks of periodic speech. This algorithm requires 
a small coding delay and is implemented efficiently by dynamic 
programming. 

L INTRODUCTION 

In code-excited linear predictive coding (CELP). the excita- 
tion for the all-pole synthesis filter is modeled as a sum of two 
gam-scaled vectors [I]. The first vector is obtained from an adap- 
tive codebook whrch contains the past excitation [2]. The second 
vector is obtained from a fixed stochastic codebook. The two exci- 
tatron vectors are selected by minimtzing the perceptually-weighted 
error between original and reconstructed speech [I]. In CELP. the 
concept of repeatmg the past excrtation is essential for obtaining an 
appropriately peIiodrc excitation. 

At low bit rates, the stochastic codebook is restricted to a 
small size and the gain factors are coarsely quantized. This 
significantly reduces the ability to produce a periodic excrtation. 
The stochastic codebook vectors of a fixed block size cause large 
fluctuations in the spectrum of the reconstructed speech. As a 
result, the reconsbucted speech has a noisy character. 

An obvious method for aclueving highly penodic speech is 
to represent each period of excitation by a pulse-like signal with a 
fixed or slowly time-varymg shape. The pulse shape can be defined 
as a cluster of delta-impulses or, in 1t.s simplest form. as a single 
delta-impulse. We will refer to t.hts representation of the excitation 
as smgle-pulse excitation (SPE). The single-pulse excitation is 
described by the tune location. shape and the gain of each pulse. 
Such a parametric representation also enables interpolation of the 
excitation parameters for efficient encoding. 

In pnncrple. a pulse-hke excitation could be generated with 
CELP (without an adaptive codebook) by using a fixed codebook 
that contains indivrdual pulse shapes as well as sequences of such 
shapes for vector dunensrons larger than a possible penod. How- 
ever. the selection of pulse vectors from the codebook. based on 
mdrvidually encoding relatively short speech blocks. usually does 

not result m an excitation with smoothly evolvmg pulse intervals. 
For obtammg such a consistent penodic excitation, large optimiza- 
tion frames are required. 

Previous work [3] has shown that good speech quahty can be 
achieved d penodic speech is synthesrzed by exciting an all-pole 
LPC filter with an optimized single-pulse excitation consisting of 
one delta-impulse per period. 

In this paper, we present an LPC speech coder that classifies 
speech into periodic and nonperiodic intervals. The coder uses a 
stochastic codebook. as in CELP. to synthesize nonperiodic speech, 
and single-pulse excitation to synthesize periodic speech. We refer 
IO this coder as SPE-CELP. The optimization of the single-pulse 
excitation IS based on a new algorithm that determines the time 
instants of pitch penods within a short interval of periodic speech 
of approximately 32 ms. It thus causes a coding delay that IS 
acceptable for many applications. (Earlier methods did not attempt 
to constrain the delay.) We report on results using a Exed delta- 
impulse shape and lime-varying pulse shapes obtained from code- 
books. 

IL DETERMINATION OF PlTCH MARKERS 

We assume that the speech signal is encoded in frames, with 
a fixed number of bits per frame. These frames will be referred to 
as coding frames. A typical length of a coding frame is 200 sam- 
ples (25 ms at a sampling frequency of 8 Wz). A coding frame is 
subdivided into four subframes of 50 samples each. Each subframe 
is classified as either periodic or nonperiodic using a modiied 
autocorrelation algorithm [4. 51 that is based on computing the 
long-term autocorrelation of the preprocessed speech signal within 
a window around a subframe. For each periodic subframe, an aver- 
age pitch period 3 is determined. The periodic/nonperiodic 
classification is smoothed in order to allow, within a coding frame, 
at most one transition from periodic to nonperiodic or vice-versa. A 
sequence of up to Eve periodic subframes following a nonperiodic- 
to-periodic transition is created to form an optimrzation frame as 
shown in Fig. 1. The optimization frames extend beyond the cod- 
ing frames by at least one subframe if this overlapping mterval IS 
also periodic. The pitch markers are successively detenmned for 
each optimization frame, but only those markers are retained that 
fall into the actual codmg frame. 

The pitch markers are detenmned under the assumption that 
they define the optimal locations for single-pulse excitation of a 
delta-impulse shape based on a subjectively meamngful error 
criterion. 

In our experrments. we found that it IS generally not possible 
to determine a consistent sequence of excitation pulses if an error 
criterion is used that is based only on minimizmg a weighted 
mean-squared error as m CELP. Therefore, we apply an error cn- 
terion that combines different perceptually meaningful optimizahon 
criteria m the cost function defined below. The optimization pro- 
cedure, inspired by the work of Talkin [6], is efficiently imple- 
mented usmg dynamic programming. 
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Rg I Delimuon of opbmuhon frames relanve to codmg frames 

We first compute the maximum signal-to-notse ratio, meas- 
ured over short mtervals. that can be obtained by exctting an LPC 
synthesis filter with a smgle pulse of opttmal amplitude a at time 
location n. Let us denote the tmpulse response of the LPC syn- 
thests filter by a vector he = [h(O). ,h(2N-l)]r. ‘flus tmpulse 
response vector IS updated for each periodtc subframe of length N. 
We detine an error vector e, as the dtfference between the speech 
vector x and the delayed tmpulse response vector h, multiplied by 
the pulse amphtude a: 

where 

and 

en = x-ah,,, 

X = [X(0),X(l), . . ,.K(~-l)jr, 

(1) 

h, = [0 ,... O,h(O) ,..., h(UY-l-n)]T. n = 0 ,...I N-l. 

Muumizatton of the error energy wuh respect to the pulse ampli- 
tude a leads to 

T (x’h,)* 
mm e, e, = XTX-- 

h;h, ’ 
(2) 

a 

xTh, 
a,,(n) = - 

h:h, ’ 
(3) 

and I > 

S,,(n) = max .SNR(n) = 10 log,0 (4) 
a 

We compute S,,,(n) and a,,,(n) for each time instant n m an 
opttmization frame. Both these functions reveal the quasi- 
pertodrctty of the speech signal x(n). Note that Sop,(n) does not 
depend on the actual speech energy. 

Next we identify locattons at which S,,(n) has a local max- 
tmum exceeding a certatn threshold, wtth the constramt that the 
correspondmg a,,,(n) is of constant sign. These local maxima, and 
neighbonng locations, form a preliminary set of candidate locations 
n; for the pitch markers. The Enal selection is made as follows: 

For each candidate pitch marker, n,. define the 3-tuple I, = 
(n,, a&~,). &,(n,)) and let 2 = I:,. 1=1,..., M] be the set of Z, 
found. Let s be a K-tuple (K 2 2) of the z,‘s such that the intervals 
between two candidates n, he in a prescribed range, and let S be 
the set of all such valtd K-tuples. Bach s defines a sequence of K 
(K > 2) pitch markers. The opttmum sequence s,~, 1s the one that 
mmimizes an accumulated cost C. This accumulated COSI IS deter- 
mmed by a cost function f that conststs of four summation terms. 
The Erst term penalizes candrdates with low So,,,(n,); the second 
term penalizes tnconsistency in the amphtude of two successive 
pulse candidates; the thud term penalizes mconsistency in two suc- 
cesstve pulse intervals n,-n, and n,-nk; the fourth term penalizes a 
deviation in the pulse interval n,-n, from the mitral estimate of the 
average pitch period p(n,). Thus 

s opr - - (zq,. . .zqKl, K 2 2 (5) 

wrrh md~ces Q = (q , , ,qK 1 qk E [l .M 1, nq, > n4,-, ] 

is the K-tuple that minimizes the accumulated cost 

C = mp $ JXi=ql)+ 5 f(i=q,. j’4r4, k=q~) 1 (6) 
I=? 

where 

The uutial COSI fc,,,(iq l) in (6) is computed as 

f;n,O) = ’ a 
- +ffi, n, IF@,) 
Soph,) 

in the first opnmtzatton frame followmg a nonpenodic-to-periodtc 
transition. The term ffi is a constant. In all subsequent optumza- 
tion frames, the initial cost is computed as f;,,(iq l ) = 
f(~v,, jvo, k=q-,) +jfi where f(~,j,k) is obtained from (7) 
wuh n, and nk defined as the last two pitch marker locations 
withm the preceding coding frame. Ihis link of the cost computa- 
tion to the previous coding frame assures continuity of pulse inter- 
vals at frame boundaries. The third term in (7) is dropped if there 
is no predecessor at time location nk. 

The four factors a.6,c.d were determmed experimentally m 
order to get a proper weightmg of all summation terms u-t the cost 
functton. The indices Q of the best subset spp, define the localtons 
of the pitch markers withm the current opttmtzatton frame. Loca- 
tions outside of the current coding frame are dropped. 

An example illustratmg the pitch marker determinatron IS 
given tn [7]. 

III. HYBRID SPEECH CODER BASED ON 
SINGLE-PULSE EXCITATION AND CELP 

Coder structure 

Figure 2 shows the analyzer structure of SPE-CELP. In pnn- 
ctple, the structure is identical to a conventional analysis-by- 
synthesis scheme [I]. We have added a permdic/nonpenodic 
(P/NP) classtfication that is used to switch between different modes 
of generating the excitation. Nonperiodrc speech subframes are 

Fig. 2. Analyzer structure of SPE-CELP 
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individually encoded by selecting an excitation vector from a sto- 
chastic codebook as in CELP. In this mode, an adaptive codebook 
is not used. Periodic speech subframes are synthesized with single- 
pulse excitation. 

For penodic speech intervals, we compute the pitch markers 
as described m the previous sectIon. Each penod of speech is syn- 
thesized with a pulse-like excitation that is derived as follows. Let 
us number the last pitch marker III the previous coding frame as 
M. and the pitch markers wIthin the current coding frame as 
MI, , MK, as shown m Fig. 3. We define an excitation frame 
uk(n), k = 1. .K as the interval around pitch marker h4k that 
1s hmited by the rmdpomts between the pitch markers Mk-, and 
Mk. and Mk and Mt+l. We denote the interval between pitch 
markers Mk and Mk+, as pk. Let us define the pitch marker loca- 
tlons in each excltatlon frame as n = 0 and the right and left 
boundaries as -It and mc. respectively. 

M;p, i; p, ;2 "' MK-lpK-,M~ pK MK+I 

I- 

:--* - m-1: 
f current codmg frame +I 

Fig. 3. Defmihoa of excitation frames 

For each codmg frame, the pulse waveform for the K” exci- 
tation frame is encoded and transmitted. These pulse waveforms are 
referred to as prororype waveforms as proposed in [a]. The inter- 
mediate excitation frames uk(n), k =I, . . ,K-1 are obtained by 
hnear interpolation of the prototype waveforms of the previous and 
present coding frames I&J(~) and u&r) [8]: 

In the simplest case, e.g., for a low-bit-rate implementation, we 
represent each prototype waveform by one delta-impulse at a pitch 
marker location, 

UK(n) = a, 6(n), -1, 5 ?, 5 mK. (10) 

For this case, the interpolation (9) results in an excttatlon consist- 
ing of one delta-impulse at each pitch marker location with linearly 
mterpolated amphtude. 

If additional bits are avaIlable, we represent each prototype 
waveform as the sum [8]. 

UK(n) = aI 6(n) + a2 uo(n) + cp, c,(n). -1~ 2 n < mK.(ll) 
t=I 

where the first component is a delta-impulse, the second component 
IS the gain-scaled previous prototype and the third component is a 
sum of gain-scaled vectors c,(n) that are selected from I codebooks. 
The gain factors are jointly optinuzed by minimizing a perceptually 
weighted mean-squared error criterion as in CELP [l]. Note that at 
nonperiodic-to-perioddlc transitions, the prototype uo(n) is always 
defined as a delta-impulse with an amplitude derived from the 
energy of the previous nonperiodic subframe. 

A 10’h order LPC analysis is carried out for every coding 
frame. The filter parameters are vectorquantized in the line- 
spectral frequency domain [9]. We linearly interpolate the quan- 
tized filter parameters and reset them to a new value once every 
excitation frame during periodic speech intervals and once every 
subframe during nonperiodic speech intervals. The interpolation 
smoothes transitions of the LPC spectrum and reduces distortions 
caused by block adaptation of the synthesis filter. 

Bit allocation 

For a codmg-frame length of L = 200 samples and a 
minimum pulse interval of pmln = 20 samples, the maximum 

number of pulses within a periodic coding frame is k,, = 10. We 
assume that a coding frame contains at least one pulse. The total 
number Np of pitch marker patterns can then be computed as 

km. L-(k-l)@,,-1) 
NP = c k (12) 

&=I i 1 
We define a certain numbering of the pitch marker patterns and 
compute a bmary code word for each such occurring pattern. In 
completely penodic coding frames, we require 34 bits for encodmg 
pitch markers. 

We allow at most one transirlon between periodic and non- 
periodic subframes within a coding frame. Since the coding frame 
consists of four subframes. eight different periodic/nonperio&c sub- 
frame patterns can occur. For each coding frame, the frame 
classification is encoded with 3 bits. The filter parameters are 
encoded with 24 bits per coding frame. 

At an overall bit rate of 3 kb/s, the total number of available 
bits per 25-ms coding frame is 75. leavmg 48 bits for encoding of 
the excitation. Nonperiodic subframes are encoded using an 8&t 
stochastic codebook and a 4-bit gain. In periodic speech intervals, 
the prototype waveform is represented according to (10) using a 
Exed delta-impulse shape. In completely periodic codmg frames, 
we use a 34-bit block code to encode the pitch markers and 10 bits 
to represent the gain a, (the remaining 4 bits are not used). In tran- 
sitional coding frames not all possible pitch marker locations are 
encoded and a, is quantized more coarsely. 

At an overall bit rate of 4 kb/s. the total number of available 
bits per 25-ms coding frame is 100, leaving 73 bits for encodmg of 
the excitation. This bit number allows a two-stage quantization of 
nonpenodic subframes using two stochastic codebooks. Altema- 
tively. an adaptive codebook excitation could be added to the sto- 
chastic component as in conventional CELP. The prototype 
waveform is represented according to (11) using a time-varying 
pulse shape. The pitch markers are encoded as m the 3 kb/s- 
example. In completely periodic codmg frames, we spend 8 btts for 
a,, 5 bits each for q, PI. and p2, and we use two 8-M code- 
books. 

Results 

Figure 4 compares a penodic interval of the origmal and the 
reconstructed speech signals obtained from SPE-CELP at total bit 
rates of 4 and 3 kb/s. The smgle-pulse excitation of time-varying 
shape for 4 kb/s, and of delta-impulse shape for 3 kb/s are shown 
in Fig. 4 (c) and (e). respectively. In SPE-CELP, the reconstructed 
speech is synchronous with the original speech. At 4 kb/s, the syn- 
thetic speech achieves a good match to the original speech. Typi- 
cally, a signal-to-noise ratio around 9 dB is achieved. 

Figure 5 compares the narrow-band log-magnitude spectra of 
the original and single-pulse synthesized speech of a female 
speaker at 3 kb/s. The spectra were computed by applying a 
discrete Fourier transform to a 36 ms-speech segment (approxi- 
mately 8 pitch periods). Both signals are bandlimited to the 0.2 - 
3.8 kHz frequency range. The envelope and the harmonic structure 
of both spectra coincide reasonably well. However. occasionally the 
SPE-CELP reconstructed speech becomes more periodic in certain 
frequency intervals than the original speech. This can be seen in 
Fig. 5 for frequencies above 3 kHz. 

At 3 kb/s, SPE-CELP achieves a good speech quality. Unlike 
low bit-rate CELP, the speech reconstructed with SPE-CELP is not 
distorted by background noise. However, sometimes a slight buz- 
ziness is perceivable that depends on the speaker and the recording 
conditions. By using a time-varying pulse- shape, the buzziness can 
be completely removed. However, a comparison of the log- 
magnitude spectra of SPE-CELP reconstructed speech at 3 and 4 
Lb/s does not reveal significant differences. Thus, the improvement 
in speech quality at 4 Lb/s appears to be primarily due to a better 
match of the phase characteristics. 
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Rg 4. Waveforms of [a) ongmal speech, @) reconstructed speech at 4 
kb/s. (c) smgle-pulse exntation of time-varymg shape, (d) recoo- 
snucted speech at 3 kb/s, and (e) smgle-pulse excuanon of delta- 
unpulse shape 

IV. SUMMARY 

In 011s paper, we have introduced a speech coder based on a 
single-pulse and a CELP representation of the excltanon. We pro- 
posed a new method for defetmmmg pitch markers wtuch define 
the optimum locanons of excuatlon pulses. An Important feature 
of this method IS that different perceptually meaningful optmuza- 
tlon cntena are combined m a smgle cost function. These cntena 
are the mean-squared error between the origmal and the recon- 
structed speech and the conststency of successive pulse intervals 
and pulse amphtudes. The pitch marker determmation IS lmple- 
mentcd efficiently using dynamic prograrnmmg 

The pitch markers have been used IO detect individual 
periods of penodlc speech wlthm codmg frames. Single-pulse 
excitation defined as one delta-impulse at a pitch marker location IS 
the simplest form of representmg a quasi-penodic LPC excltatlon. 
With such an excltatlon, SPE-CELP produces, at overall bit rates 
around 3 kb/s. s~gruficantly better speech quahty than LPCIOE, 
though the synthesized speech snll sounds slightly buzzy for cer- 
tam speakers. 

We have also proposed a method to unprove the speech qual- 
sty, if ad&lional bits are available. In th1.s method, one pitch penod 
per codmg frame IS encoded in an analysis-by-synthesis procedure 
to obtam a more appropnate time-varying excitation pulse shape. 
Pulse shapes are linearly interpolated for intermediate penods. The 
interpolation ensures smooth spectral transitions between pitch 
periods. By mcreasmg the bit rate from 3 to 4 kb/s, the buzziness 
of SPE-CELP with fixed pulse shape IS removed 
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Rg 5. Companson of spectra of the onginal speech (sohd) and the syn- 
thesized speech usmg SPE-CELP at 3 Lb/s (dashed) 
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